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In this chapter we review progress on an important scientific issue—how attributes of personality and temperament can best be organized and structured. After explaining the rationale for doing so, we will discuss some insights that have been gained from studies of person descriptors in diverse languages. We discuss the degree to which one prominent structural model—the Big Five—is indeed an ideal model, and what other structural models are most complementary to this one in terms of strengths. Because inquiries into the structure of attributes depend significantly on how personality and temperament are defined, we begin there.

DEFINING “PERSONALITY” AND “TEMPERAMENT”

For Funder (2001), personality is “an individual’s characteristic patterns of thought, emotion, and behavior, together with the psychological mechanisms—hidden or not—behind those patterns” (p. 2). Funder referred simultaneously to characteristics that are ascribed to individuals, stable over time, and psychological in nature. But this is not the only way to define personality. Allport (1937) reviewed definitions of the concept of personality. He catalogued 50 distinct meanings. The definition he proposed was a synthesis of several of the psychological meanings of concept: “Personality is the dynamic organization within the individual of those psychophysical systems that determine his unique adjustments to his environment” (p. 48).

Definitions make assumptions explicit. The way personality is defined is quite consequential: It affects how variables are selected when studying personality phenomena. Allport’s definition highlights attributes that are seen as residing “within” the individual. Other ways of defining personality emphasize more external types of attributes, such as the role individuals assume or the status they have achieved in society, their external appearance (including their attractiveness), and
the reactions of others to the individuals as a stimulus (i.e., their social stimulus value; see MacKinnon, 1944). Later, we will explore some structural models for personality that include rather than exclude such externally defined attributes.

"Temperament" has usually been defined more narrowly than personality. Allport (1937) defined temperament with reference to "the characteristic phenomena of an individual's emotional nature, including his susceptibility to emotional stimulation, his customary strength and speed of response, the quality of his prevailing mood, and all peculiarities of fluctuation and intensity of mood; these phenomena being regarded as dependent on constitutional makeup and therefore largely hereditary in origin" (p. 54). Some modern theories have retained Allport's emphasis on and limitation to emotional reactivity and activity in their conceptualization of temperament (Goldsmith & Campos, 1982, 1986). However, early influential temperament research emphasized the idea of behavioral "styles" (Thomas, Chess, Birch, Hertzig, & Korn, 1963). Later, Buss and Plomin (1984) placed emphasis on genetics, defining temperament as "inherited personality traits present in early childhood" (p. 84). Rothbart and Bates (1998) took a psychobiological approach, defining temperament as "constitutionally-based individual differences in emotional, motor, and attentional reactivity and self-regulation" (p. 109).

Disagreements about definitions of temperament surround the issue of whether temperament is a purely affective construct, or whether systems related to cognition may be included in the traits that make up the structure of temperament (Goldsmith & Campos, 1982), and on issues regarding the relative influence of biological processes on temperamental variables (Goldsmith, et al., 1987). But virtually all definitions of temperament focus on basic dispositions that underlie and modulate the expression of reactivity, physical activity, emotionality, and sociability; dispositions that are present early in life and influenced, directly or indirectly, by biological factors; and traits that are subject to change due to environment and maturation (McCall in Goldsmith et al., 1987).

The previous review indicates that temperament is a less broad concept than personality. Although aspects of behavior, thought, and affect are widely acknowledged to be reflected in temperament, the emphasis has more often been on the affective elements, and on biologically based traits. There are few recent conceptualizations of temperament that make reference to physique or external appearance.

PARSIMONY IN PERSONALITY MODELS

A survey of the scales in current personality inventories finds scale labels for a bewildering variety of constructs. And if single words potentially referring to personality attributes in modern world languages are the focus, then the situation becomes simply overwhelming: Allport and Odbert (1936), for example, catalogued nearly 18,000 words from Webster's Second International Dictionary referring to characteristics that might be used to distinguish one human being from another. There needs to be a more parsimonious summary of this vast domain of concepts.

In the field of personality, there has been a rising wave of interest in the search for a scientifically compelling taxonomy of the huge number of personality attributes. A taxonomy chunks things, systematically dividing phenomena into ordered groups or categories; in other words, it is a way of "chunking" things. A scientific taxonomy helps organize and integrate knowledge and research findings by providing a stan-
standard scientific nomenclature, which facilitates communication and aids in the accumulation of empirical findings.

In taxonomy construction, a variety of procedures might be used to divide (or group) the phenomena under study. The most useful is a class of statistical methods generically referred to as “factor analysis.” As noted by Goldberg and Digman (1994), factor analysis can be considered as a variable-reduction procedure, in which many variables are organized by a few factors that summarize the interrelations among the variables.

WHAT MAKES A STRUCTURAL MODEL GOOD?

However, prior to employing factor analysis, one must make a crucial determination—which variables to include in the analysis. One cannot find a dimension or factor without including a domain of variables relevant to it. Variable selection is inevitably guided by the investigator’s beliefs about what makes a structural model good. These beliefs involve criteria that can be applied both to variables and factors formed from variables, and tend to focus on criteria from among the following eight alternatives:

1. **Social importance** of the variables or factors, that is, whether they are “shown to interact powerfully with social activities widely regarded as important” (Eysenck, 1991, p. 785).

2. **Comprehensiveness** of the variables or factors (taken as a whole), so that they cover “a wide field, and [are] not restricted to a narrow segment of personality research” (Eysenck, 1991, p. 774).

3. **Reliability and cross-time stability** of the variables or factors. This criterion is important for personality characteristics because they are expected to be relatively consistent across time. However, it is possible that traits themselves have more stability over time than do the correlations between, and thus the structures of, those traits.

4. **Predictive power and validity** of the variables or the factors they form. This criterion is related to social importance, but relies more heavily on specific practical contexts in which personality measures have wide application.

5. **Generalizability across types of data** that one finds for the variables or factors. For example, there should be less interest in a variable or factor found only in self-report data, than in one found to be important also in ratings by knowledgeable others, or in observer data.

6. **Generalizability across cultures and languages** that one finds for the variables or factors. This criterion has often been termed “universality” (Costa & McCrae, 1992, p. 653), or independence of “national, racial and cultural differences” (Eysenck, 1991, p. 784).

7. **Biological or other causal basis** established for the variables or factors. Personality characteristics are known to be moderately heritable (Bouchard, 1994), and heritability indicates biological influences. Therefore, biological bases are prime candidates, but not the only candidates, for important causal factors.

8. **A theory**, plausible and logically consistent, related to personality functioning or dynamics, that is linked to the model. Such a theory might enable researchers fruitfully to derive testable deductions and hypotheses to explain known
phenomena and predict phenomena that are not yet known, without contradicting well-established findings (cf. Eysenck, 1991, p. 774).

Developers of personality measures have long used a wide variety of criteria and combinations of criteria for variable selection. Because of the diversity of criteria employed, the long tradition of packaging structural models into multiscale personality inventories led to little agreement on the most important variables of personality. As of two decades ago, the literature on the structure of personality characteristics was a maelstrom of competing inventories, mostly proprietary, embedded in a mass of mutually isolated research measures. More order has been brought to the field by the lexical approach. This approach, although not perfectly combining or even involving all relevant criteria, has enabled the simultaneous application of most of the major criteria for the goodness of a structural model.

THE BASIS FOR THE LEXICAL APPROACH

Researchers have long recognized (e.g., Allport, 1937; Cattell, 1943; Goldberg, 1981; Norman, 1963) that some of the most basic personality attributes might be discovered from studying conceptions implicit in use of the natural language. If a distinction is highly represented in the lexicon, then it can be presumed to have practical importance. Folk concepts of personality (Tellegen, 1993) provide basic but not exhaustive (necessary but not sufficient) components for a science of personality attributes (Goldberg & Saucier, 1995).

This leads to a key premise of the lexical approach to taxonomy construction: The degree of representation of an attribute in language has some correspondence with the general importance of the attribute in real-world transactions. This premise links semantic representation directly with the social importance criterion.

An attribute represented by multiple terms in a language will likely appear as a factor in multivariate analyses. Moreover, if the factor includes terms used with high frequency, then the importance of the factor is underscored. Such factors are but a "starting point" because the lexicon could omit or underemphasize some scientifically important variables, and the meaning of single natural language terms can be vague, ambiguous, or context-dependent (John, Angleitner, & Ostendorf, 1988).

Many variables, and potential factors, might have rich semantic representation and thus satisfy a social importance criterion, so this should not be the sole criterion. Other criteria from among the eight might be fruitfully applied. In the lexical study paradigm, one particular additional criterion has taken on special importance, probably because it is the most demanding and therefore the most potentially efficient in rapidly reducing the field of candidates.

The cross-cultural generalizability criterion can adjudicate among competitor taxonomic structures. Structural models derived within one limited population, or a limited sample from that population, are prone to reflect the unique patternings found within that population or sample. Culture-specific patternings may be interesting in their own way. But models that transfer well across populations, and thus across languages and sociocultural settings, are more congruent with the scientific ideals of replicability and generalizability.
If cross-cultural generalizability is taken as a criterion for a good taxonomic structure, it can be applied in either a lenient or a stringent way. The lenient way is to export a set of variables (most often, those represented in a single personality inventory) for use in other populations, and then examine whether or not these preselected variables (after translation, if necessary) generate the same factor structure in each new language or culture. If the scales in a personality inventory generate similar factors across populations, it might be argued (McCrae & Costa, 1997) that the structure is widely generalizable. However, this is not a very challenging test. It shows only that when personality measures in a new language are made to conform to the Procrustean specifications of one model, that model can be recovered. A large number of models may be equally exportable and maintain their factor structures across many populations.

A more challenging test is to identify the most salient and important personality concepts within each linguistic/cultural context, derive an indigenous factor structure from those variables, and then examine the extent to which this new structure corresponds to any previously proposed models. A model that could meet this test in any language could be considered far more ubiquitous and universal than a structure that simply met the less demanding imposed test (i.e., showed a high degree of translatability).

The lexical approach involves such an indigenous research strategy. Analyses are carried out separately within each language, using a representative set of native language descriptors, rather than importing selections of variables from other languages (e.g., English). Generally, factors identified by the lexical approach have fared well with respect to the first six criteria, generating a relatively comprehensive set of socially important personality constructs that evidence consistency across time, good predictive validity, and generalizability across differing types of data as well as across cultures. Thus, these factors deserve in-depth consideration.

WHAT HAS BEEN LEARNED FROM NATURAL LANGUAGE PERSONALITY DESCRIPTIONS

The majority of lexical studies of personality descriptors have attempted to test the most widely influential personality model of the last two decades: the Big Five factor structure (Goldberg, 1990, 1993; John, 1990). The Big Five factors are customarily labeled Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability (or its opposite, Neuroticism), and Intellect (or, in one inventory representation, Openness to Experience). There were signs of the Big Five structure in some studies from an earlier era (as detailed by Digman, 1990; Goldberg, 1993; John, 1990), but its identification in studies of natural language descriptors in English (e.g., Goldberg, 1990) was decisive.

If we value cross-cultural generalizability, however, applicability to one language is not enough. As detailed in more lengthy reviews (Saucier & Goldberg, 2001; Saucier, Hampson, & Goldberg, 2000), lexical studies have yielded structures resembling the Big Five most consistently in languages originating in northern Europe, including German (Ostendorf, 1990) and Polish (Szaro, 1996), as well as English. Although a study in Turkish (Goldberg & Somer, 2000) also found a structure with much resemblance to the Big Five, studies of other non-north-European languages
(e.g., Di Blas & Forzi, 1998; Church, Katigbak, & Reyes, 1998; Church, Reyes, Katigbak, & Grimm, 1997; Szirmak & De Raad, 1994) have led to results that are less clearly supportive. And because a majority of studies have relied exclusively on self-report, the degree of generality of the Big Five in peer ratings is less certain than for self-ratings.

To this point, lexical studies have revealed a great deal about the relative robustness of the Big Five, as well as information about other less well-known candidate models, including some with fewer and some with more factors. The next section discusses the most consistent findings from lexical studies to date by describing models with successively more factors.

**What If Only One Factor Is Allowed?**

Several lexical studies have reported evidence about factor solutions containing only one factor (Boies, Lee, Ashton, Pascal, & Nicol, 2001; Di Blas & Forzi, 1999; Goldberg & Somer, 2000; Saucier, 1997, 2003b). The findings from these studies have been quite consistent. The single factor contrasts a heterogeneous mix of desirable attributes at one pole with a mix of undesirable attributes at the other pole. This unrotated factor can be labeled Evaluation; it involves the contrast between socially desirable and undesirable personal qualities. This one factor structure can be expected to be the most replicable one across languages and cultures based on two principles: (a) The more terms associated with a factor, the more replicable that factor should be, and (b) because the first unrotated factor will have the most terms associated with it, it should be the most ubiquitous factor.

Findings of a single large evaluative factor are no doubt related to a classic finding in psychology. In judgments about the meanings of diverse objects in a wide array of cultural settings, a global evaluation factor (good vs. bad) was typically found to be the single largest factor (Osgood, May, & Miron, 1975). Osgood hypothesized that the ubiquity of this evaluative factor was related to basic evolutionary principles: Our forebears would not have survived if they had not become adapted at a very basic level to any signals of good versus bad objects or events—those to approach versus those to avoid, those leading to pleasure versus those leading to pain (e.g., Can I eat it or will it eat me?). Hawley (chap. 8 in this volume) refers to the evolutionary value of evaluation as a tool for determining an individual's value to a group.

So evaluation may be evolutionarily the first factor. But it is also the first factor to emerge in the cognitions of young children. Whereas older children employ more differentiated trait concepts, younger children rely on global, evaluative inferences (Alvarez, Ruble, & Bolger, 2001).

**Are Two Factors Better Than One?**

Two factor solutions from several lexical studies also suggest a consistent pattern: One factor includes attributes associated with positively valued dynamic qualities and individual ascendance, whereas the other factor includes attributes associated with socialization, social propriety, solidarity, and community cohesion (Boies et al., 2001; Caprara, Barbaranelli, & Zimbardo, 1997; Di Blas & Forzi, 1999; Digman, 1997; Goldberg & Somer, 2000; Hřebčíková, Ostendorf, Osecká, & Čermák, 1999;
Paulhus & John, 1998; Saucier, 1997, 2003b; Shweder, 1972; White, 1980). Such a factor structure resembles that embodied in the theoretical model of Bakan (1966), who labeled the two factors Agency and Communion. In addition, these two factors may be aligned with some of the other sets of dual personological constructs reviewed by Digman (1997) and Paulhus and John (1998), including Hogan's (1983) distinction between “getting ahead” (Dynamism) and “getting along” (Social Properity).

This constellation of two factors is also related to the three most ubiquitous dimensions of affective meaning, which include Potency (or Strength) and Activity in addition to Evaluation (Osgood et al., 1975). Whether this correspondence is due entirely to the imposition of universal tendencies in human cognition, or to the natural structure of phenomena “out in the world” remains an open question. In judgments about human targets, Potency and Activity tend to merge into a single dimension that Osgood and his associates called “Dynamism.”

As is true of the Big One factor structure, no lexical study has presented evidence to contradict the view that this two factor structure is ubiquitous across languages and cultures. If both the one and two factor structures eventually turn out to be universal, the latter has some advantage, because two factors provide more information than one.

Regularities at the Five Factor Level

As already noted, lexical studies in languages originating in northern Europe (including English) have been supportive of the Big Five, and so has a study in Turkish. But studies in Italian (De Raad, Di Blas, & Perugini, 1997) and Hungarian (Szirmak & De Raad, 1994) found no counterpart to the Intellect factor in five factor solutions. Instead, there were two Agreeableness-related factors, one contrasting peacefulness with aggression and irritability, and the other contrasting humaneness with greed and egotism (cf. Deary, 1996). Extraction of additional factors was necessary to find a factor related to Intellect.

Several lexical studies have included a relatively broad selection of variables, each including terms that could be classified as referring to emotions and moods or as being unusually highly evaluative, and two of these studies included terms referring to physical appearance. Because none of these studies found the Big Five in a five factor solution, it is clear that the appearance of the Big Five as the first five factors is contingent on strictures in variable selection.

Lexical Seven Factor Models

Although not finding the Big Five in five factor solutions, studies with wide variable selection criteria in English and Turkish did find Big Five-like factors in a seven factor solution (Goldberg & Somer, 2000; Saucier, 1997; Tellegen & Waller, 1987). The two additional factors were “Negative Valence” (a factor emphasizing attributes with extremely low desirability and endorsement rates) found in all three studies and either “Positive Valence” (a factor emphasizing vague positive attributes like Impressive and Outstanding; found in Tellegen & Waller, 1987) or Attractiveness (found in the other two studies).
But studies in two other languages with broad variable selection criteria have led to an alternative seven factor structure. The convergences between these studies occurred despite their many differences in methodology. Lexical studies in Filipino (Church et al., 1997, 1998) and Hebrew (Almogor, Tellegen, & Waller, 1995)—languages from unrelated languages and cultures—yields a highly convergent seven factor structure, although the similarity was obscured by different labelings. The English translations of marker adjectives for the Filipino and Hebrew factors have been shown to correspond in a one-to-one way (Saucier, 2003a).

One of these new factors resembles the Negative Valence factor just described. Two of them resemble the Big Five factors of Conscientiousness and Intellectual. The other three Big Five factors—Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Emotional Stability—correlate substantially but complexly with the remaining four factors, which map an affective-interpersonal domain (cf. Saucier, 1992). These four can be labeled Gregariousness (or Liveliness), Self-Assurance (or Mettle or Fortitude), Even Temper (Tolerant vs. Temperamental), and Concern for Others (vs. Egotism). Big Five Extraversion is related to Gregariousness and Self-Assurance, Emotional Stability to Self-Assurance and Even Temper, and Agreeableness to Even Temper and Concern for Others.

Similar factors have been obtained from lexical data in English (Saucier, 2003a), and factors found in studies in Italian (e.g., Di Blas & Forzi, 1998) resemble the Multi-Language Seven. However, further replication tests are needed because few studies have used such broad variable selection criteria.

Ashton et al. (2001; cf., Saucier, 2002) presented evidence that more than half of the lexical studies conducted to date yield a consistent pattern in six factor solutions; the analyses involved presuppose removal of the most extremely evaluative terms. This six factor pattern resembles that of the Multi-Language Seven, with the following exceptions: (a) Even Temper is labeled Agreeableness, and Gregariousness is labeled Extraversion; (b) with a narrower variable selection, the three ML7 factors of Negative Valence, Concern for Others, and Self-Assurance become compressed into two (in Ashton and Lee's factors of Honesty and Emotionality).

Saucier's (2003a) analyses of convergences among Filipino, Hebrew, Italian, and English factors, taken together with Ashton and Lee's detection of related recurrent patterns in six factor solutions, suggest that a new competitor alternative to the Big Five is taking shape. There are three exciting features of this new model: Its origin is outside of northern European languages, its cross-cultural generalizability appears likely to exceed that for the Big Five, and it has incrementally greater comprehensiveness as compared to the Big Five.

Limitations

There are important limitations to the body of lexical studies carried out to date, and these can be related to any of the eight criteria. In terms of cross-cultural generalizability, more studies are needed in non-Western settings where the majority of the world's human population resides, and with non-European languages. In terms of generalizability across data types, lexical studies have focused almost entirely on those attributes represented in adjectives, although some attributes may be represented mainly as type nouns (e.g., Hick, Nerd, Slavedriver, Tease) or as attribu-
ute nouns (e.g., Integrity, Mettle); more studies that include attributes represented in nonadjectival forms are needed. In addition, most lexical studies to date have relied exclusively on self-descriptions, a methodology whose use should be supplemented with descriptions by knowledgeable informants.

Are sets of lexical factors comprehensive? Certainly they are more comprehensive than the structural models that came before. The extra content coverage in the NEO inventory after the grafting of two lexical factors (Agreeableness and Conscientiousness) into its structural model (Costa & McCrae, 1985) is a prime reason for its rapid gain in popularity. But, there are clearly dimensions of individual differences that are beyond the Big Five, particularly if we widen the taxonomy to include abilities, social attitudes, or appearance-related characteristics (Saucier & Goldberg, 1998).

Because of their derivation in commonly referenced attribute concepts, lexical factors are guaranteed strong social importance, although there is no guarantee that all socially important factors will be richly represented in the lexicon. Lexical factors have already performed a service to the field in enhancing the comprehensiveness of personality models; prior to the Big Five, there was little attention to Agreeableness or Conscientiousness. Lexical factors have shown good evidence of cross-time stability, and their predictive validity (e.g., in work settings) has been a major force behind their rising popularity. As the review indicates, their generalizability across types of data and across cultures has been impressive, and not matched by alternative models. On these six criteria, lexically based factors like the Big Five can be judged as something between adequate and superb. Structural models might be developed that are incrementally better on one or more of these criteria, but improvements are unlikely to be huge. It is the last two criteria that reveal limits of lexical factors.

One of these criteria is biological or other causal basis. The Big Five shows evidence of heritability for all factors in the model, but it is not clear that the factors actually maximize heritability. It may be possible, for example, through analyses of genetic and environmental correlations in suitable data sets, to locate factors whose causal clarity is maximized, located or rotated so as to yield the maximum heritability, or the maximum basis in shared environmental effects. The result would be a model with superior causal clarity. There is no clear evidence that the Big Five correspond closely to the primary lines of genetic or biological influence, or provide the optimal beachhead for inserting personality variables into studies of the brain.

The other criterion is theory. The Big Five (and any other lexical structural model) is inductively and empirically derived, and lacks theoretical underpinnings. There have been attempts to transplant the Big Five into some body of preexisting or ad hoc theory (e.g., McCrae & Costa, 1996; MacDonald, 1995), but it is not clear that these operations have been particularly successful.

Thus, structural models like the Big Five are vulnerable to being superseded by some model with a clearer basis in biology or in some other causal element, and by a model with a stronger basis in theory. There are a number of models that meet this description. Unfortunately, many of them contain only one or two factors, giving them little in the way of comprehensiveness, and have been measured exclusively via self-report methodologies with little attention paid to cross-cultural generalizability. Models that are lacking in so many respects give up more than they gain in comparison with a lexical model like the Big Five.
There are, however, models of temperament that are more comprehensive than this and are not limited to self-report. These models beneficially introduce a longitudinal perspective that is missing from structural models based on ratings of adult targets.

COMPLEMENTARY CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE STUDY OF TEMPERAMENT

Temperament may be conceptualized as the early-in-a-life framework from which personality develops (Digman, 1994; Rothbart, Ahadi, & Evans, 2000). The nature of temperament as early-appearing dimensions underlying behavior presents challenges different from those faced by personality researchers. Expressions of temperament change during development. The systems that underlie temperament are, like the behavioral indicators of temperament, in the process of development and subject to change throughout the life span (Rothbart, 1989). New systems come “on line” at different stages. For example, the capacity to inhibit approach to new objects does not develop until later in the first year in infants, and once it is in place individual differences in this type of inhibition remain relatively stable (Rothbart & Bates, 1998). As another example, there are differences in elicitors of fear at different ages. Measurement of fear in infancy and early childhood is accomplished through determination of reaction to novel, unusual, or sudden presentation of stimuli (Rothbart, Derryberry, & Hershey, 2000). This type of fear goes away for nearly all children by school age, by which point going to the doctor, sleeping over at another child’s house, being in dark rooms, and watching scary movies become major fear-evoking events (Rothbart, Ahadi, Hershey, & Fisher, 2001; Simonds & Rothbart, 2005). But for early adolescents and adults, better indicators of a fearful temperament are anticipation of negative events and possible failures (Capaldi & Rothbart, 1992; Rothbart, Ahadi, & Evans, 2000).

Measurement of temperament relies on different types of data at different ages. In order to measure temperament in infancy and early childhood, parent report is a valuable source of information. At this age assessment through laboratory measurement of behavioral and physiological indicators of underlying temperament is another potential method. But infants and younger children are unable to provide self-reports. Beyond age 4 or 5 years, it is possible for children to report on their own temperament with a fair degree of reliability, and there is some correspondence with parent reports of temperament in the self-reports of children from preschool age to early adolescence (Ellis & Rothbart, 2002; Hwang, 2002; Simonds & Rothbart, 2003). Once children have entered school, teachers become sources of information on temperament and emerging personality (Bramlett, Scott, & Rowell, 2000; Digman & Inouye, 1986; Digman & Shmelyov, 1996) and temperament (e.g., Kurdek & Lillie, 1985). Each rater provides information about a child in a different context: parents in the home, teachers in the school, peers in the social realm, and self-reports provide unique information about a child’s internal states. Laboratory measures remain relevant at all ages.

Each method of measurement is controversial because of potential biases unique to it, imperfect agreement between raters, and between questionnaire data and objective laboratory measures (Teglas, 1998), and the well-known limitations of
self-report data, which apply to self-reports of children as well as adults. Despite arguments that parents are not reliable raters of their own children’s temperament (Kagan, 2001), parent report data has shown substantial validity (Rothbart & Bates, 1998) and is the most frequently used method of measuring temperament in infants and children.

An important unresolved problem in temperament research stems from the very nature of measurement methods. Although these methods show agreement, much disagreement between methods remains. It is unclear to what degree findings and key models are contingent on utilization of certain methods of measurement and not others. As is true in personality research, the use of a wide variety of measurement instruments makes it difficult to compare results; temperament research has not settled on a consensual structural model.

THE STRUCTURE OF TEMPERAMENT

There are several influential structural models of temperament, each involving a particular way of defining temperament and selecting variables (or creating items). These different theories have given rise to different ideas about the structure of temperament, with some marked similarity, and some remaining differences.

Thomas and Chess’ Model of Behavioral Styles

Current models of temperament are strongly influenced by findings from the New York Longitudinal Study (NYLS; Thomas et al., 1963). Through interviewing parents about the behaviors of their 2- to 6-month-old infants, Thomas et al. identified nine dimensions of behavioral styles, or early-appearing patterns of behavior, to describe the observed differences: Activity Level, Approach/Withdrawal (responses to novel stimuli), Adaptability (ease of modification of response to new or altered situations), Mood (negative or positive), Threshold, Intensity (energy level of reaction), Distractibility, Rhythmicity (regularity of sleep, hunger, feeding, and elimination), and Attention Span/Persistence. Martin, Wisenbaker, and Huttunen (1994) conducted a factor analysis of large samples on NYLS-based measures and found five factors: Activity Level, Negative Emotionality, Task Persistence, Adaptability, and Inhibition. Two other factors were found, Rhythmicity and Threshold, but were determined to suffer from lack of relevance past infancy (Rhythmicity) or lack of internal consistency (Threshold).

Questionnaire measures based on the NYLS model have been developed for most age groups (Fullard, McDevitt, & Carey, 1984; Hegvik, McDevitt, & Carey, 1982; McDevitt & Carey, 1978; Windle & Lerner, 1986). NYLS-based infant and child questionnaires use parent reports for measuring temperament.

The NYLS model is based in observable behaviors that appear very early in child development and so have a strong temperament (as contrasted with adult personality) flavor. However, the scales are conceptually overlapping and lack discriminant validity, and there has been difficulty with replicating its nine factors (Martin, Wisenbaker, & Huttunen, 1994; Sanson, Prior, Garino, Oberklaid, & Sewell, 1987). Given these limitations of the NYLS model, other models have attracted attention.
Buss and Plomin's Emotionality-Activity-Sociability (EAS) Model

Buss and Plomin (1975) developed a model of temperament based on heritable dimensions believed to appear in early life: Emotionality, Activity, and Sociability, and Impulsivity (thus, the EASI model). Due to lack of support for the heritability of impulsivity, that dimension was later dropped (Buss & Plomin, 1984).

The EAS model is currently reflected in two measures of temperament: the EAS–III, and the EAS- and NYLS-based parent report Colorado Child Temperament Inventory, which includes a shyness scale in addition to the EAS factors (Buss & Plomin, 1984; Rowe & Plomin, 1977). The dimensions have a theoretical basis as well as evidence of stability (Rende, 1993). However, the model excludes the useful dimension of Positive Affect, and there is doubt about whether the EAS dimensions are actually more heritable than dimensions in other models.

Rothbart and Derryberry's Psychobiological Approach

Rothbart and Derryberry's (1981) model of temperament was influenced by the NYLS dimensions as well as characteristics identified as indicating temperamental variability in animal species (Diamond, 1957) and characteristics identified as heritable in human behavioral genetics research (Rothbart & Bates, 1998). The model was first empirically represented in the Infant Behavior Questionnaire (IBQ; Rothbart, 1981), which included a set of six scales that showed substantial internal consistency and lack of construct overlap: Activity Level, Smiling and Laughter, Fear, Distress to Limitations (Crying or fussing while confined, subject to caretaking actions, or unable to perform desired actions), Duration of Orienting, and Soothability. The IBQ provided the basis for further questionnaires: the revision of the IBQ (IBQ-R; Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003), the Children's Behavior Questionnaire (CBQ; Rothbart et al., 2001), the Temperament in Middle Childhood Questionnaire (TMOCQ; Simonds & Rothbart, 2005), Early Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire, Revised (EATQ-R; Capaldi & Rothbart, 1992; Ellis & Rothbart, 2002), and the Adult Temperament Questionnaire (Evans & Rothbart, 2005).

Laboratory assessments can elicit temperament-based behaviors. For instance, latency to, intensity of, and duration of positive reaction (smiling, laughter, positive vocalization) to novel stimuli have been used as laboratory measures of Smiling and Laughter in infancy, a behavioral scale that indicates underlying positive affect. Rothbart, Derryberry, et al. (2000) found low to moderate correspondence between laboratory measures and parent report for a number of scales in infancy, and found that scores on laboratory measures in infancy predict (with medium to large effect sizes) parent ratings of 7-year-old activity and frustration.

Studies using these measures have found two factors that are present from infancy to adulthood: Extraversion/Surgency and Negative Affectivity. Effortful Control appears as a third factor from early childhood through adulthood. Recent evidence indicates that Affiliative tendencies form a factor that is present in infancy (Affiliation/Orienting) and in early adolescence (Affiliation; Putnam, Ellis, & Rothbart, 2001). Moreover, in adulthood, a separate Orienting Sensitivity factor is present (Rothbart, Ahadi, et al., 2000).
Compared to the NYLS and EASI models, this psychobiological model appears to be more comprehensive (Shiner, 1998). It is also more linked to theory regarding physiological mechanisms, and more inclusive of self-control mechanisms. One limitation is the dearth of clear evidence on the stability of its scores across long spans of time; the use of behavioral indicators distinct to each age group on inventories tailored to that age group have so far created some limitations to studying cross-time stability with these measures.

How does this psychobiological model stand with respect to the eight criteria for good structural models? The stability of three main factors from early childhood to adulthood (Extraversion/Surgency, Negative Affectivity, and Effortful Control) indicates some cross-time stability and reliability of these factors of temperament. Evidence for links between temperament factors of Negative Affectivity and Effortful Control and psychopathology (Lonigan & Phillips, 2001; Posner & Rothbart, 2000) indicate some predictive validity and, assuming that psychopathology is a major social problem, also some degree of social importance for the temperament factors. Moderate to strong correspondence between laboratory measures and questionnaire data indicates generalizability across types of data (Rothbart, Derryberry, et al., 2000). Temperament factors of Extraversion/Surgency, Negative Affectivity, and Effortful Control have been found in numerous studies examining temperament across cultures, although some lower level scales were related to different factors in different cultures (Ahadi, Rothbart, & Ye, 1993).

Relative to natural language-based models of the structure of personality, the greatest strengths of this model are on the last two of the eight criteria: biological basis and theory. This model has a theory-driven emphasis on biological systems that underlie the behavioral expression of temperament. It is likely that different genetic alleles predispose to the neural and neurochemical differences that underlie temperament (Rothbart & Bates, 1998). On the other hand, the psychobiological temperament model may not be as strong as lexicon-derived models on criteria like comprehensiveness, predictive validity, and generalizability across cultures and languages.

Generality of Structures of Temperament

Some studies have sought to determine the structure of temperament through use of multiple instruments (Anthony, Lonigan, Hooe, & Phillips, 2002; Lemery, Goldsmith, Klinnert, & McRae, 1999; Lonigan & Dyer, 2000). Combining the Children's Behavior Questionnaire (CBQ; Rothbart et al., 2001), Emotionality-Activity-Sociability questionnaire (EAS; Buss & Plomin, 1984), and the Positive Affect Negative Affect Scale (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988), Lonigan and Dyer (2000) found three relatively independent factors, similar to findings of Rothbart et al. (2001): Positive Affectivity/Surgency, Negative Affectivity/Neuroticism, and Effortful Control.

Constructs similar to three main factors of temperament have been identified in models of adult personality. Eysenck’s (1967) original model of personality consisted of the two factors of Extraversion and Neuroticism, to which Psychoticism, considered to be a measure of disinhibition (Watson & Clark, 1993), was later added (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975). Tellegen (1985) put forth a three factor model consisting of Negative Emotional-
ity, Positive Emotionality, and Constraint. Combining models of Eysenck and Tellegen, Clark and Watson (1999) identified three main superfactors of N/NE (Neuroticism/Negative Emotionality), E/PE (Extraversion/Positive Emotionality), and DvC (Disinhibition vs. Constraint). These three factors share similarities with the Extraversion/Surgency, Negative Affectivity, and Effortful Control factors (Rothbart, et al. 2001), although Constraint has fear as a component construct whereas Rothbart et al. group fear with Negative Affectivity and not with Effortful Control. The same three temperament factors correspond to three of the Big Five personality factors: Positive Affectivity/Surgency to Extraversion, Negative Affectivity to Neuroticism/Emotional Stability, and Effortful Control to Conscientiousness (Rothbart, Ahadi, et al., 2000).

Thus, there is considerable overlap between structural models of personality and temperament. Overall, however, important questions remain about the relation of temperament factors to personality factors. Although lexical studies converge with respect to the factors in one and two factor solutions, it is not clear whether these lexical factors converge with one and two factor solutions from temperament measures. Approach (temperament) and Dynamism (lexical) are probably related. As for the lexically emphasized Social Propriety factor, these are attributes related to the effects of socialization, that is, whether a person is relatively well-behaved (e.g., considerate, polite, punctual, patient, honest) or ill-mannered (e.g., thoughtless, rude, negligent, careless, deceitful). Such attributes are certainly important in judgments made about the behavior of children (e.g., by teachers), but have conventionally been thought of as primarily effects of socialization, and perhaps of moral development, not primarily effects of temperament. In other words, Social Propriety (or Morality) has been assumed to be an effect from the outside, whereas Negative Affectivity or even Effortful Control are assumed to be effects from the inside. It appears that this difference in content representation between personality and temperament models may be a direct effect of variable selection: Attributes related to social propriety and morality have not been included in temperament studies, and consequences for structural results follow from this exclusion.

Cloninger, Svrakic, and Przybeks (1993) proposed a psychobiological model for adult individual differences that separates temperament from character, with character assumed to represent "effects from outside" (i.e., environment) to a greater degree than temperament. That is, the theory supposes that temperament reflects mainly genetic effects, but character represents mainly environmental effects. However, heritability for the character dimensions (Cooperativeness, Self-directedness, Self-transcendence) does not seem to be markedly lower than that for temperament dimensions (Harm-avoidance, Novelty-seeking, Reward-dependence, Persistence) (Ando et al., 2002). This provides an interesting puzzle for the psychology of personality and temperament: Present psychobiological models have difficulty accounting for individual differences in certain forms of social behavior (i.e., character) that may have analogues in other social species, are important in human societies, and have some degree of genetic basis.

CONCLUSIONS

Recent decades have seen important progress in discerning the structure of personality attributes. At the very broadest level—too broad for many purposes—this
structure appears to have much in common with Osgood's (1962) classic dimensions of affective meaning, which were found in studies of the ways that diverse objects (not just persons) are judged and perceived. At a slightly less broad but more informative level are the well-known Big Five factors. The extent to which the Big Five is optimal at its level in the hierarchy is not fully determined, there being promising new competitor models (Ashston et al., 2004; Saucier, 2003a), with the competitions not really yet begun. It is also not clear whether current models of child temperament structure, which correspond largely but imperfectly with personality structure models derived by studying adults, are ultimately the optimal ones. Factorial equivalence over groups is at present better established for lexically derived factor structures in adults. However, including both childhood and adulthood, factorial equivalence over time is better established for the structure of temperament. Hopefully, in the next decades, research on personality and temperament will converge on a common framework. To enable such a common framework, it is vital that personality and temperament researchers become and remain aware of the strong homologies between the domains they study.

Much remains unresolved, leaving potential for petty disputes about differences between structural models. So it is important to remember that scientific models are, by definition, set out tentatively, subject to the judgment of subsequent evidence. Researchers should bear in mind the criteria by which structural models can be compared—in other words, what makes a structural model "good." By focusing on these criteria, researchers might keep their eye on the prize—an ultimately optimal structural model—and generate increasing evidence related to overall optimality of structural models.

Future models of temperament and personality will be more comprehensive and more widely generalizable across languages and cultures. These models will not only provide improved prediction of a wide array of useful criteria, but will also include more explicit linkage to the psychological mechanisms that underlie individual differences. The ultimately optimal structural model, in other words, will have both basic science foundations and real-world applications.
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